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conscience definition meaning merriam webster

May 18 2024

the meaning of conscience is the sense or consciousness of the moral goodness or blameworthiness of one s own conduct

intentions or character together with a feeling of obligation to do right or be good how to use conscience in a sentence

conscience wikipedia

Apr 17 2024

a conscience is a cognitive process that elicits emotion and rational associations based on an individual s moral philosophy or

value system conscience stands in contrast to elicited emotion or thought due to associations based on immediate sensory

perceptions and reflexive responses as in sympathetic central nervous system responses

conscience stanford encyclopedia of philosophy

Mar 16 2024



through our individual conscience we become aware of our deeply held moral principles we are motivated to act upon them

and we assess our character our behavior and ultimately our self against those principles

conscience n meanings etymology and more oxford english

Feb 15 2024

the internal acknowledgement or recognition of the moral quality of one s motives and actions the sense of right and wrong

as regards things for which one is responsible the faculty or principle which judges the moral quality of one s actions or

motives now also in weakened sense one s awareness of what is advisable or acceptable for one to do

conscience english meaning cambridge dictionary

Jan 14 2024

conscience definition 1 the part of you that judges how moral your own actions are and makes you feel guilty about bad learn

more



conscience moral development self awareness decision

Dec 13 2023

conscience a personal sense of the moral content of one s own conduct intentions or character with regard to a feeling of

obligation to do right or be good conscience usually informed by acculturation and instruction is thus generally understood to

give intuitively authoritative judgments

conscience definition in the cambridge english dictionary

Nov 12 2023

conscience meaning 1 the part of you that judges how moral your own actions are and makes you feel guilty about bad learn

more

conscience definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com

Oct 11 2023



a conscience is a built in sense of what s right and what s wrong that sick feeling in your stomach after you lied to your

brother about borrowing his skateboard that might be your conscience bothering you

conscience noun definition pictures pronunciation and

Sep 10 2023

noun ˈkɒnʃəns ˈkɑːnʃəns idioms countable uncountable the part of your mind that tells you whether your actions are

right or wrong to have a clear guilty conscience to feel that you have done right wrong this is a matter of individual

conscience everyone must make their own judgement about it

conscience definition meaning dictionary com

Aug 09 2023

conscience definition the inner sense of what is right or wrong in one s conduct or motives impelling one toward right action

see examples of conscience used in a sentence



conscience definition meaning britannica dictionary

Jul 08 2023

conscience meaning 1 the part of the mind that makes you aware of your actions as being either morally right or wrong

usually singular 2 a feeling that something you have done is morally wrong

conscious vs conscience what s the difference verywell mind

Jun 07 2023

what does conscience mean your conscience is the part of your personality that helps you determine right and wrong and

keeps you from acting upon your most basic urges and desires your conscience is what makes you feel guilty when you do

something bad and good when you do something kind

conscience explanation and examples

May 06 2023



conscience is a faculty of the mind that motivates us to act morally or at least according to our most deeply held values most

say it is a form of intuition and uses emotion although others have argued that it should be shaped by reason

conscience vs conscious understanding the difference

Apr 05 2023

though they sound similar conscience is a noun referring to the awareness that one s actions are right or wrong as in one s

guilty conscience while conscious is an adjective meaning awake or alert

the conscience of the court by zora neale hurston a

Mar 04 2023

what is the central conflict in the conscience of the court the central conflict lies in laura lee kimble s trial for assaulting

clement beasley beyond the courtroom drama it exposes deeper societal tensions regarding justice racial dynamics and

power struggles



conscience meaning of conscience in longman dictionary of

Feb 03 2023

conscience meaning definition what is conscience the part of your mind that tells you whe learn more

conscience definition of conscience by the free dictionary

Jan 02 2023

kŏn shəns n 1 a an awareness of morality in regard to one s behavior a sense of right and wrong that urges one to act

morally let your conscience be your guide b a source of moral or ethical judgment or pronouncement a document that serves

as the nation s conscience

conscious vs conscience choose your words vocabulary com

Dec 01 2022

conscience pronounced kahn shuhns is a moral understanding an inner feeling of right and wrong if you were a cartoon your



conscience would be that little angel on your shoulder telling you the right thing to do and to ignore the little devil on the other

side

what is the conscience gotquestions org

Oct 31 2022

the conscience is defined as that part of the human psyche that induces mental anguish and feelings of guilt when we violate

it and feelings of pleasure and well being when our actions thoughts and words are in conformity to our value systems

conscience definition meaning yourdictionary

Sep 29 2022

ko nshəns a knowledge or sense of right and wrong with an urge to do right moral judgment that opposes the violation of a

previously recognized ethical principle and that leads to feelings of guilt if one violates such a principle a source of moral or

ethical judgment or pronouncement
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